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G&K are supporting the York 
Citizen’s Advice Bureau Boat 
team in this year’s Dragon Boat 
Race. Organised by the local 
Rotary Club, York Rotary 
Dragon Boat Challenge has 
been held annually since 2003. 
This year, 36 teams will battle it 
out on the Ouse between 
Scarborough Railway Bridge 
and Lendal Bridge, to raise 
funds for this year’s nominated 
charities, York Mind and 
Citizen’s Advice York. The latter 
is an independent charity 
a�liated to the national 
organisation, Citizens Advice. 

Employees of the Month

Jane Osborne
When Jane, who is a Team 
Leader, in our Leeds 24/7 Control 
Room, attended a confirmed 
intruder alarm activation at a 
G&K clients she saved the day. 
On entering the building, which 
externally appeared to be secure, 
both fire and intruder alarms 
were sounding. She checked the 
basement and noticed smoke 
coming from under a door 
leading to the next level of the 
mill. She also observed smoke 
coming from the lift shaft. Jane 
alerted our control room and the 
fire brigade. She ensured that 
sta� arriving for work were kept 
at a safe distance from the 
building until the fire brigade 
arrived to quell the flames. 

Sepsis is a rare but life-threatening 
disease. Sadly our Client Account 
Manager, Russell Todd, lost his 
mother to the condition. He 
decided to ask G&K and Pace 
Telecom (via Daniel Hencher), 
who had worked closely on a 
contract, to make a donation to UK 
Sepsis Trust.  

Commenting on Russell and 
Daniel’s generosity, Dr Ron Daniels 
BEM, Chief Executive of the UK 
Sepsis Trust, said: “Every day in the 
UK, individuals and families have 
their lives torn apart by the 
condition, but better awareness 
and education for healthcare 
professionals could save 
thousands of lives each year. “It’s 
the extraordinary generosity of 
supporters like Russell Todd, from 
G&K and Daniel Hencher of Pace 
Telecom that allow us to continue 
the fight against sepsis. We’d like to 
say a huge thank you from 
everyone at the UK Sepsis Trust for 
such a kind contribution. Together 
we can change the way sepsis is 
handled in the UK.” 

Gordon Loftus is a Mobile 
Supervisor, in York, who has 
worked with G&K for over 3 
years. He is an essential 
member of the team, 
responding to multiple 
activations. His experience and 
knowledge of response is 
invaluable. His commitment to 
the provision of a high quality 
service, frequently going above 
and beyond the call of duty, 
has made him a key figure in 
the York division. Six months 
ago he was asked to help with 
manning the CCTV control 
room team where, once again, 
he’s been key in providing a 
high quality level of service.

“Every year Citizen’s Advice 
volunteers in York, supported by 
a small paid team, help over 
5,000 local people. Demand for 
their service is huge and they 
constantly struggle to cope. 
There’s an ongoing need to 
recruit, train and support more 
volunteers. Through our 
support, we’re hoping to help 
alleviate some of the pressures 
on this very worthwhile 
service,” says Ian Crawford, 
Group Operations Director. Sepsis donation 

helps fight killer 
disease

Expanding into our 
30th year with over   
70 new recruits
In the first few months of 2018, 
we welcomed: Adam Clayton, 
Operations Manager (ITG); 
Richard Payne, Sales Account 
Manager (ITG); Leon Waga, 
Trainee Security Systems Engineer 
(ITG); Oliver Schofield, Apprentice 
Security Systems Engineer; Luke 
Gledhill, Security Systems 
Engineer and Jason Clark, 
Approved Electrician.

We also welcome 54 Stewards 
and 10 Security O�cers, to our 
Security Division.

G&K help float 
the dragon boat CLOSEDCIRCUIT Spring 2018

All the latest news from Gough and Kelly

Gough&Kelly

Accreditations:

Spring into action with G&KSpring into action with G&K

It only seems like a few weeks since we were all clearing the snow and now 
we are well into spring and busy cutting the lawns again.  And spring growth 
isn’t just confined to our gardens as our business continues to go from 
strength to strength with our ever more exciting workload.

In this spring edition of Closed Circuit there are reports on the part we 
played in another outstandingly successful Tour de Yorkshire. We’ve a 
new business win at an historic Leeds industrial site. And, thanks to 
our new Keytracker Key Cabinets, you can find out how our York 
division has got secure key holding completely covered.  

Talking of growth, over the past three decades G&K has 
established itself as a premier provider of security 
related products and services. We are celebrating 
our thirtieth anniversary this year and we will 
be releasing more information on how 
we’re marking it in the coming months. 

And finally, on a legal note, we’ve also 
included an update on the action 
we’ve taken to meet the 
requirements of the General 
Data Protection 
Regulation.

Kind regards,

Stephen 
Kelly

Group 
MD

Welcome to ‘Closed Circuit’, the newsletter 
from security services and product experts, 
Gough and Kelly (G&K).

As you’ll no doubt be aware, the 
25th May, 2018, is the date set 
for the introduction of the 
General Data Protection 
Regulation (GDPR). The GDPR 
replaces the 1998 Data 
Protection Act. At that time the 
internet was in its infancy. Over 
the past 25 years technology has 
transformed our lives in ways 
nobody could have imagined a 
quarter of a century ago. So a 
review of the rules was needed 
and the new regulation timely. 
It’s the biggest change to data 
privacy laws for 20 years.

Commenting on the GDPR, G&K 
Managing Director, Stephen Kelly 

said: “At G&K we recognise that 
the correct and lawful 
treatment of personal data will 
maintain confidence in the 
organisation and will provide 
for successful business 
operations. We adhere to the 
principles relating to 
processing of personal data set 
out in the GDPR and will only 
collect, process and share 
personal data fairly and 
lawfully and for specified 
purposes. Protecting the 
confidentiality and integrity of 
personal data is a critical 
responsibility that we take 
seriously at all times.” 

G&K 
ready 

for 
GDPR



access the keys. All cabinet transactions are 
automatically recorded through a special 
software application which provides automated 
email reports and alerts that monitor, control 
and track every key movement. The system 
keeps all keys secure, yet quickly accessible, for 
sta� to use at any time. It removes the 
challenges faced by businesses handling 
multiple key sets and is proving invaluable for 
this division of the G&K Group.

“Since its installation, teams now use the system 
on a daily basis and, as the feedback has been so 
positive, multiple council departments and 
partners have signed up to use it too,” says G&K’s 
Richard Cu�, Senior Operations Manager.

Gough&Kelly

Working with:

Contract news

A bit of hat do�ng is due following G&K’s highly 
successful role in the security and safety of both 
riders and spectators when the Tour de 
Yorkshire visited Richmond over the early May 
Bank Holiday weekend. The Gough & Kelly 
team were on duty in the historic market town 
to oversee Stage Three start on Saturday 5th 
May. With an estimated 2 million spectators, 
watching from the roadside, over the four days 
of the event this was no mean feat. We were 
appointed on the strength of our sporting 
events’ credentials previously delivered for the 
Tour de France (in York) in 2014 and Tour de 
Yorkshire in 2015, 2016 and 2017. 

Commenting on a trouble free day, Helen 
White, Senior Resilience & Emergencies O�cer, 
North Yorkshire County Council said: “Just 
wanted to say congratulations, you did a 
cracking job yet again!   All your hard work put 
in before the event and eye on the ball on the 
day, made this a seamless job from start to 
finish – well done!   It’s a pleasure working   
with you all”.  

When was the 
last time you 
were dashing 
out and you 
couldn’t find 
your car keys or house keys? If you’re 
anything like most people, probably not that 
long ago!

So can you imagine what it’s like when you’re 
responsible not just for your own keys, but for 
all your clients’? That’s the challenge G&K’s 
York division faced on a daily basis. They have 
to ensure that the keys they keep for the 
buildings they cover are both accessible and 
at the same time 100% secure.

And that’s where Keytracker Key Cabinets 
come in. Recently installed at our York 
division, unique login details are used to 

Allez, allez, G&K!  

Key control. 
We’ve got it covered.

Spotlight on

Towngate PLC’s 
Yorkshire Copper 
Works site

Commercial lettings specialist and landlord 
Towngate PLC has completed the refurbishment 
and rebranding of a historical property in Stourton, 
Leeds. Occupied by the world-renowned metal 
manufacturer Yorkshire Copper Works until 1980, 
Towngate acquired the site in 2003. 

Mention ‘Yorkshire Fitting’ to a plumber or 
central heating engineer and they’ll know 
exactly what you’re talking about. Used 
across all domestic and light commercial 
applications for joining gas or potable 
water piping, the Yorkshire Fitting was 
invented and developed on this site by 
the Yorkshire Copper Works company. 
The factory was first established in 
Stourton in 1894. It played its part in 
the First World War, making parts 
used in ship repairs. At its height, 
the company employed 5,000 
people.

Towngate has now concluded 
an extensive renovation and 
rebranding operation, 
readying the 300,000 
square foot space and 

development land for a new tenant. All 
buildings have been reroofed and the external 
elevations have had cladding replaced. The 
demolition of an entire bay has additionally 
paved the way for increased loading capacity, 
while the installation of ground-level loading 
doors at the rear will further boost circulation 
e�ciency. The internal space features an 
open-plan working environment with a 
functional height of over 9 metres. Any 
interested parties now have the opportunity to 
visit the building for a tour, which can be 
arranged through Julia at Towngate PLC, 
julia_ford@towngate.plc.uk 

Understandably Towngate are delighted with 
the overhaul of this historic property. And when 
it came to finding a top ranked local security 
company to look after the site, they 
turned to G&K. We successfully 
manage security with a 
24-hour manned   
security gatehouse  
in operation.
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